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Sustainable Task Force 
Meeting Summary 
June 23, 2021 
 
 
Members in attendance: Ann Bakhaus, Greg Padgett, Dennis Anderson, Price Bell, 
Councilmember Amanda Bledsoe, Larry Forester, Vice Mayor Steve Kay, Kris Nonn, Frank 
Penn, Lynn Phillips, Don Robinson, Randall Vaughn 
 
Members not in attendance: Richard Gaines 
 
Advisory Committee Members in attendance: Louis Johnson and Myron Thompson 
 
Staff in attendance: Kevin Adkins, Craig Bencz, Jim Duncan, Tracy Jones, Chris Woodall 
 
Non-members in attendance: Cynthia Albright, John Bucher, Mark Butler, Phillip Walters 
 
 

I. Call to Order 
Greg Padgett called the meeting to order and Craig Bencz read the COVID-19 statement. 
 

II. Approval of June 16, 2021 Meeting Summary 
Motion from Frank Penn, seconded by Randall Vaughn, to approve June 16, 2021 
meeting summary. This motion was passed without dissent. 
 

III. Continued Discussion: Framework for Evaluation Matrix 
Mark informed the group that 6 Task Force members sent in weights for the matrix which 
were averaged then applied to the matrix. He revisited the Expansion Threshold questions 
for the Evaluation Matrix:  

1) Is the scenario able to meet 100% of the low growth projected demand and 75% 
of the high growth projected demand in 20 years for all four land use categories?  

2) Does the scenario score above 60% in the evaluation matrix?  
3) Does the improved scenario score above 60% in the evaluation matrix?  

 
Vice Mayor Kay offered that he did not feel comfortable with language that says if 
something does not meet a threshold then we need to expand. Frank Penn echoed VM 
Kay’s sentiments and that he does not agree with that language. Mark corrected his 
statement to say that the recommendation of the analyst to the Planning Commission, 
based on our framework, would be the consideration of expansion may be warranted. 
Craig agreed with Mark that this is offering a supportive tool to make it clear the 
discussion needs to happen. Ann asked if we could agree on one scenario instead of three 
different scenarios. VM Kay answered Ann that this Task Force is working on a process 
for evaluating whether/when/if an expansion is required and the process for determine 
where land might be outside the Urban Service Boundary. We are not setting a policy for 
the City. Deciding on a scenario and determining what should happen is not in the scope 
of this Task Force. Frank Penn concurred with VM Kay but feels we have focused more 
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on industrial land then is necessary. Dennis Anderson indicated that some of the local 
governments in surrounding counties own industrial park then sell it per acre and believes 
local government should own some industrial land that could accommodate heavy 
industrial then sell it at inexpensive prices to recruit business.  
 
Mark went over the specific goals/weights in the matrix which Craig e-mailed out to the 
Task Force Members during the meeting. VM Kay stated that only 6 out of 13 Task 
Force members sent suggested weights to Craig and that there are similarities on some 
weights but others have a wide margin. Mark stated that the Planning Commission will 
want to weigh in when they receive a recommendation from the Task Force. Ann 
suggested that the Planning Commission should be the ones to do the weighting but we 
can offer guidance. CM Bledsoe echoed VM Kay’s sentiments that the weight responses 
were very different in some cases and very similar in others so this may be something the 
Planning Commission or the Urban County Council need to vote on every year. Greg 
suggested going over the criteria/questions with the largest variance for discussion. John 
Bucher suggested that some overlapping weighted goals could be grouped. Mark 
suggested to color code the different goals to group related items. Don Robinson and 
Louis Johnson agreed with Amanda that the matrix will change as the Fayette County 
population changes. Lynn Phillips also agreed that the weighting is a dynamic process 
and will change year by year and suggested the revenue goal have a higher weight than 
some of the others. Greg responded that a 10 point scoring scale allows people express 
their opinions more boldly and that we are creating a tool for the staff to use as well as 
present to Planning Commission and Urban County Council. Greg suggested that a 1-10 
poll be sent to Task Force members to weight the goals. 
 
 

IV. Project Schedule & Remaining Tasks 
Rank/weighting on a 10 point scale sent to Task Force members with a week to respond 
Task Force meeting Wednesday July 14th @ 1:00PM 
Community meeting Monday July 19th @ 6PM  

 
V. Public Comment 

No public comment. 
 
VI. Adjournment 

Greg Padgett adjourned the meeting. 
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Evaluation Framework:
Scenario Evaluations 

July 14, 2021
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Evaluation Framework – Purpose
To evaluate the need to maintain or expand the 
Urban Service Boundary (USB) independent of 

but with the intent of informing the 
comprehensive planning process

• Land use policies and goals are set by Imagine Lexington
• Evaluation framework provides a transparent data driven 

process for use in USB policy considerations as they relate 
to comprehensive plan updates or potential amendments.
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Evaluation Framework – Intentions

1. Data driven based on readily available data
2. Identify realistic scenarios that reflect goals from 

Imagine Lexington
3. Determine if and when consideration of 

expansion is necessary 
4. Regularly updated and repeated
5. Provide the process, not the policy
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Evaluation Framework – General Process

1. Collect and organize baseline data
2. Estimate demand through a 20 year horizon
3. Estimate build out scenario capacities
4. Evaluate scenarios through the framework
5. Provide results to inform decision-making 
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Evaluation Framework – Expansion Thresholds
Threshold Answer Result

1

Is the scenario able to meet 100% of the low 
growth projected demand and 75% of the high 
growth projected demand in 20 years for all four 
land use categories?

No Scenario 1 = Create more intense Scenario 2.

No Scenario 2 = Create more intense Scenario 3.

No Scenario 3 = Consider proposals to expand the USB 
that address areas the scenarios could not.

Yes USB expansion may not be warranted at this time. 
Proceed to Threshold 2.

2
Does the scenario score above 60% in the 
evaluation matrix?

No Make improvements to scenario, re-evaluate, and 
proceed to Threshold 3

Yes

USB expansion is not warranted at this time and will 
be re-evaluated in the future. LFUCG will take steps 
necessary to facilitate/incentivize development 
patterns required to follow the preferred scenario.

3
Does the improved scenario score above 60% in 
the evaluation matrix?

No Consider proposals to expand the USB that address 
areas the scenarios could not.

Yes

USB expansion is not warranted at this time and will 
be re-evaluated in the future. LFUCG will take steps 
necessary to facilitate/incentivize development 
patterns required to follow the scenario.
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Evaluation Framework – Meeting Demand

Does the scenario: Answer
1 supply enough residential units to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

2 supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

3 supply enough office SF to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

4 supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

5 supply enough retail SF and units to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

6 supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

7 supply enough industrial SF to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N

8 supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years? Y/N
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Meeting Demand: Residential

Does the scenario
1 supply enough residential units to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years?

2 supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years?

Additional Residential Units by 2040
Conservative Full 75% of Full

Supply Demand: 29,750 41,200 30,900
Scenario 1 27,600 NO NO
Scenario 2 39,000 YES YES
Scenario 3 47,500 YES YES
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Meeting Demand: Office

Does the scenario
3 supply enough office SF to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years?

4 supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years?

Additional Square Feet of Office Space by 2040
Conservative Full 75% of Full

Supply Demand: 2,500,000 4,600,000 3,450,000
Scenario 1 7,400,000 YES YES
Scenario 2 6,950,000 YES YES
Scenario 3 9,350,000 YES YES
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Meeting Demand: Retail

Does the scenario
5 supply enough retail SF and units to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years?

6 supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years?

Additional Square Feet of Retail Space by 2040
Conservative Full 75% of Full

Supply Demand: 2,200,000 5,000,000 3,750,000
Scenario 1 5,100,000 YES YES
Scenario 2 5,000,000 YES YES
Scenario 3 6,550,000 YES YES
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Meeting Demand: Industrial

Does the scenario
7 supply enough industrial SF to meet the conservative growth projected demand in 20 years?

8 supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the full growth projected demand in 20 years?

Additional Square Feet of Industrial Space by 2040
Conservative Full 75% of Full

Supply Demand: 1,300,000 5,600,000 4,200,000
Scenario 1 3,600,000 YES NO
Scenario 2 3,450,000 YES NO
Scenario 3 5,500,000 YES YES
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Evaluation Framework – Advancing Imagine Lexington

# Does the scenario:
9 prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b)

10 prioritize a diversity of housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)

11
help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or disadvantaged residents? 
(Theme A Goal 1.c)

12 accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b)
13 prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)

14
help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote redevelopment of 
underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)

15 help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c)

16
help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to facilitate better service for our 
growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 

17 help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)

18
help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled economic development land to meet Fayette 
County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)

19 have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?
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9. Does the scenario prioritize higher-density development?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

7.1 0 3 4 0.0 21.3 28.4

Metric: Density, Dwellings per Acre

Acres Dwellings Du/AC
Existing Citywide 16,606 98,605 5.9
Scenario 1* 4,103 26,572 6.5
Scenario 2* 4,084 34,732 8.4
Scenario 3* 4,118 37,538 9.1
*Not including Mixed Use Units on Infill 
Redevelopment
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10. Does the scenario prioritize a diversity of housing types?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

8.3 1 2 4 8.3 16.5 33.1

Metric: Proportion of Housing Types
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11. Does the scenario help provide affordable, accessible 
housing?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

8.1 1 3 4 8.1 24.3 32.4

Metric: Total number of new units 
and proportion of housing types
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New Scenario Dwelling Units by Type 

Single Family Detached Single Family Attached Multi Family Residential Mixed Use Residential

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Single Family Detached 18,800 26,000 29,400

Single Family Attached 2,800 3,400 3,500

Multi Family 4,100 4,500 4,500

Mixed Use 1,900 5,200 10,100

Total 27,600 39,100 47,500
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12. Does the scenario accommodate off-campus student 
housing?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

2.3 1 2 3 2.3 4.5 6.8

Metric: Total number of new units within 1.5 miles 
of University of Kentucky campus

New Units
Scenario 1 1,350
Scenario 2 2,450
Scenario 3 4,200
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13. Does the scenario prioritize mixed use development?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

6.0 1 3 4 6.0 18.0 24.0

Metric: Total number of new units within a Mixed-
use zone or potential infill redevelopment area

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Single Family Detached 18,800 26,000 29,400

Single Family Attached 2,800 3,400 3,500

Multi Family 4,100 4,500 4,500

Mixed Use 1,900 5,200 10,100

Total 27,600 39,100 47,500
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14. Does the scenario help Lexington maximize development 
on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote 
redevelopment of underutilized land.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

9.1 0 2 4 0.0 18.2 36.4
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15. Does the scenario emphasize redevelopment of 
underutilized corridors?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

8.5 0 0 4 0.0 0.0 25.6

Metric: Total number of new units within a Mixed-use 
zone or potential infill redevelopment area

Only Scenario 3 presumes an explicit effort to 
redevelop underutilized land along corridors
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16. Does the scenario help concentrate efforts to enhance mass 
transit along our corridors

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

6.9 1 2 3 6.9 13.8 20.7

Metric: Total number of new units within 
0.25 miles of a transit line

New Units
Scenario 1 16,200
Scenario 2 21,700
Scenario 3 28,500
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17. Does the scenario help prioritize multi-modal options that 
de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

6.5 1 3 4 6.5 19.4 25.8

Metric: Total number of new units within 0.25 miles of a transit 
line and total mixed-use development

New Units within 0.25 miles of Transit

Scenario 1 16,200

Scenario 2 21,700

Scenario 3 28,500

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Single Family Detached 18,800 26,000 29,400

Single Family Attached 2,800 3,400 3,500

Multi Family 4,100 4,500 4,500

Mixed Use 1,900 5,200 10,100

Total 27,600 39,100 47,500
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18. Does the scenario provide and sustain readily available 
publicly-controlled economic development land

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

5.1 2 2 2 10.2 10.2 10.2

Metric: Acreage under public control for programmed for 
industrial development 

All three scenarios include 260 acres to be developed as a 
publicly controlled industrial park (old UK Dairy Farm).
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13. Does the scenario have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

6.3 0 2 4 0.0 12.5 25.1

Expense Water Level

General …

Pipes, …

Roads, …

Business License …

Property Tax, …

Other Revenue, …

Expenses
Revenue

Metric: Do cumulative revenues from potential land uses for 
new development exceed annualized expenditures?

Property Tax Occupational 
License Fees

Utility 
Revenue

Total 
Revenue

Scenario 1 12,790,000     40,410,000     10,260,000     63,460,000     83,160,000     (19,700,000)    
Scenario 2 13,830,000     57,540,000     14,620,000     85,980,000     85,860,000     120,000          
Scenario 3 14,780,000     67,060,000     16,600,000     98,430,000     87,440,000     11,000,000     

 Annual Revenue ($) Annual 
Expenses

($)

Net Annual 
Balance ($)
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entire county

		Land Use		Business License		Business License Taxable Income		Property Tax		Property Value		Building Footprint SF		Acres		Property Tax/Acre		Business Fee/Acre

		Office		29,726,283		1,321,168,151		1,237,670		1,579,063,700		10,587,120		80,768		$   15		$   368		383		16,357.57		125		0.0007838

		Govt/Healthcare		44,954,551		1,997,980,053		429,127		547,495,500		60,009,635		123,790		$   3		$   363		367		16,140.08		33		0.0007838

		High Density Apartment		2,950,033		131,112,588		2,189,074		2,792,898,600		18,692,277		26,357		$   83		$   112		195		4,974.49		7		0.0007838

		Retail		15,033,800		668,168,897		3,267,729		4,169,085,200		32,385,885		200,208		$   16		$   75		91		3,337.37		21		0.0007838

		Industry		11,894,474		528,643,293		1,112,757		1,419,695,700		37,942,786		175,934		$   6		$   68		74		3,004.78		14		0.0007838

		Hospitality		4,042,483		179,665,913		930,471		1,187,128,500		7,744,270		124,692		$   7		$   32		40		1,440.88		23		0.0007838

		Multi-Family		2,075,932		92,263,648		491,523		627,103,200		5,412,717		83,472		$   6		$   25		31		1,105.32		17		0.0007838

		Other Commercial		2,562,703		113,897,892		317,938		405,636,200		10,574,097		121,437		$   3		$   21		24		937.92		11		0.0007838

		Townhouse		981,269		43,611,966		1,014,472		1,294,299,000		8,406,814		101,341		$   10		$   10		20		430.35		5		0.0007838

		Other Non Taxable		10,901,183		484,497,038		- 0		- 0		10,759,884		641,073		$   - 0		$   17		17		755.76		45		ERROR:#DIV/0!

		Duplex		2,098,678		93,274,598		703,401		897,424,000		9,014,057		311,552		$   2		$   7		9		299.39		10		0.0007838

		Single Family		17,535,438		779,352,785		13,469,871		17,185,342,200		161,354,808		10,724,005		$   1		$   2		3		72.67		5		0.0007838

		Other Residential		3,522,888		156,572,796		1,642,870		2,096,032,100		18,426,550		3,625,284		$   0		$   1		1		43.19		8		0.0007838

		Agriculture		5,034,527		223,756,754		923,028		1,177,631,900		33,283,310		6,546,080		$   0		$   1		1		34.18		7		0.0007838

				153,314,243		6,813,966,372		27,729,932		35,378,835,800				22,885,993								297.74				0.0007838

								0.078%

																																12,288		8666934

																																122880		866,693

																																		0.0007838



Business Fee/Acre	Office	Govt/Healthcare	High Density Apartment	Retail	Industry	Hospitality	Multi-Family	Other Commercial	Townhouse	Other Non Taxable	Duplex	Single Family	Other Residential	Agriculture	368.04530749731714	363.15171825602465	111.92598688737337	75.09090639519053	67.607591989155054	32.41974655090462	24.869801708176414	21.103144542026726	9.6828453121619003	17.004589720898394	6.7362060379082775	1.6351575432642365	0.97175501375966755	0.76909035009434579	Property Tax/Acre	Office	Govt/Healthcare	High Density Apartment	Retail	Industry	Hospitality	Multi-Family	Other Commercial	Townhouse	Other Non Taxable	Duplex	Single Family	Other Residential	Agriculture	15.323768423880745	3.4665722021164878	83.054745330652196	16.321670361623912	6.3248575582889037	7.4621573019921081	5.8884834215066135	2.6181283592315356	10.010475091029297	0	2.2577320357436319	1.2560485766614244	0.45317000267565244	0.14100467504521791	









Scenario Performance

				Property Value		Property Tax		Nonspatial business license		Business License		Utility Revenue		Total Revenue		Yearly Cost		Net Cost

		Current		28,634,270,386		25,975,000		125,549,000		251,098,000		47,614,731		376,163,691		497,170,742		(121,007,051)

		Scenario One		12,765,668,225		12,787,338		13,468,738		26,937,477		10,264,606		63,458,159		83,157,765		(19,699,606)

		Scenario Two		16,827,236,925		13,828,554		19,179,081		38,358,163		14,617,156		85,982,954		85,864,384		118,570

		Scenario Three		18,990,154,125		14,649,215		21,364,417		42,728,834		16,282,689		95,025,155		87,187,981		7,837,174

		Downtown Plus		170,756,710		131,724		988,007		1,976,014		314,058		3,409,802		251,620		3,158,182

		Greenfield (Overbrook)		696,500,000		537,288		1,114,662		2,229,323		69,783		3,951,055		15,404,880		(11,453,825)

		Scenario One (No Greenfield)		12,069,168,225		12,250,050		12,354,077		24,708,154		10,194,823		59,507,104		67,752,885		(8,245,781)

		Scenario One (Downtown instead of Greenfield)		12,239,924,935		12,381,774		13,342,084		26,684,168		10,508,881		62,916,907		68,004,505		(5,087,599)

						 Annual Revenue										Annual Cost		Net Annual Balance

				Property Value		Property Tax		Nonspatial business license		Business License		Utility Revenue		Total Revenue		Yearly Cost

		Scenario 1 Development		12,765,668,225		12,787,338		13,468,738		26,937,477		10,264,606		63,458,159		83,157,765		(19,699,606)

		Scenario 2 Development		16,827,236,925		13,828,554		19,179,081		38,358,163		14,617,156		85,982,954		85,864,384		118,570

		Scenario 3 Development		19,160,910,835		14,780,939		22,352,424		44,704,848		16,596,747		98,434,957		87,439,601		10,995,356

				 Annual Revenue ($1,000)								Annual Cost ($1,000)		Net Annual Balance

				Property Tax		Occupational License Fees		Utility Revenue		Total Revenue

		Scenario 1 Development		12,787,338		40,406,215		10,264,606		63,458,159		83,157,765		(19,699,606)

		Scenario 2 Development		13,828,554		57,537,244		14,617,156		85,982,954		85,864,384		118,570

		Scenario 3 Development		14,780,939		67,057,272		16,596,747		98,434,957		87,439,601		10,995,356

				 Annual Revenue ($)								Annual Expenses
($)		Net Annual Balance ($)

				Property Tax		Occupational License Fees		Utility Revenue		Total Revenue

		Scenario 1		12,790,000		40,410,000		10,260,000		63,460,000		83,160,000		(19,700,000)

		Scenario 2		13,830,000		57,540,000		14,620,000		85,980,000		85,860,000		120,000

		Scenario 3		14,780,000		67,060,000		16,600,000		98,430,000		87,440,000		11,000,000







Advancing Imagine Lexington Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

# Does the scenario Weight Points Points Points Score Score Score

9 prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b) 7.1 0 3 4 0.0 21.3 28.4

10 prioritize more diverse housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.) 8.3 1 2 4 8.3 16.5 33.1

11 help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of 
older and/or disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c) 8.1 1 3 4 8.1 24.3 32.4

12 accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b) 2.3 1 2 3 2.3 4.5 6.8

13 prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.) 6.0 1 3 4 6.0 18.0 24.0

14
help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area 
and promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing 
urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)

9.1 0 2 4 0.0 18.2 36.4

15 help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 
1.c) 8.5 0 0 4 0.0 0.0 34.2

16
help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order 
to facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our 
transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 

6.9 1 2 3 6.9 13.8 20.7

17 help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy 
vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d) 6.5 1 3 4 6.5 19.4 25.8

18 help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled 
economic development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3) 5.1 2 2 2 10.2 10.2 10.2

19 have a positive impact on LFUCG finances? 6.3 0 2 4 0.0 12.5 25.1

Sum 8 24 40 Score 48.2 158.7 277.0
Possible 296.4 296.4 296.4

16% 54% 93%

26


Scenario 1

				Meeting Demand

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points						Considerations

		1		supply enough residential units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?				yes

		2		supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		no		0						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		3		supply enough office SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		4		supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		5		supply enough retail SF and units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		6		supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		7		supply enough industrial SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		8		supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		no		0						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

								6

								75%						If less than 100%, either create more intense scenario or consider USB expansion to meet the demand the scenario cannot



				Advancing Imagine Lexington

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points		Weight		Score		Considerations

		9		prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		0 - scenario would not make the Urban Service Area more dense than current zoning allows		0		7.1		0.0		compare zoning density (du/acre) in scenario to developed density by zoning class and sub area

		10		prioritize more diverse housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		1 - 		1		8.3		8.3		compare proportion of housing types (sf, mf) assumed in scenario to developed proportions, by sub area

		11		help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c)		1 - 		1		8.1		8.1		compare total scenario housing units and proportion of multi-family units  to existing total units and and proportions.

		12		accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		1 - 		1		2.3		2.3		compare number of new housing units in scenario within 1 mile of campuses

		13		prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		1 - 		1		6.0		6.0		increase the number of new mixed use development assumed in scenario

		14		help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)		0 - scenario would not increase development of vacant and underutilized land inside the USB		0		9.1		0.0		compare scenario development potential of vacant land and development potential underutilized land 

		15		help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c)		0 - scenario would not increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors		0		8.5		0.0		compare scenario development potential along specified underutilized corridors

		16		help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 		1 - 		1		6.9		6.9		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit line

		17		help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)		1 - 		1		6.5		6.5		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit lines and mixed use corridor development

		18		help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled economic development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)		2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land		2		5.1		10.2		compare scenario industrial inventory (sq.ft) to current inventory as a proportion of trendline demand

		19		have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?		0 - scenario would have a negative impact on LFUCG finances		0		6.3		0.0		compare scenario revenue profile to current development revenue profile.

								8		Score		48.2

										Possible		296.4

												16%

						0 - scenario would not make the Urban Service Area more dense than current zoning allows

						2 - scenario would slightly increase the diversity of housing types

						4 - scenario would significantly increase the amount of mixed-use development

						0 - scenario would not create more opportunities to provide affordable housing

						0 - scenario would not create more opportunities to provide off-campus student housing

						0 - scenario would not increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land

						0 - scenario would not increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors

						0 - scenario would not enhance mass transit along corridors

						0 - scenario would create more opportunities to support multi-modal transportation options

						2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land

						0 - scenario would have a negative impact on LFUCG finances







Scenario 2

				Meeting Demand

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points						Considerations

		1		supply enough residential units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?				yes

		2		supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		3		supply enough office SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		4		supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		5		supply enough retail SF and units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		6		supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		7		supply enough industrial SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		8		supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		no		0						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

								7

								88%						If less than 100%, either create more intense scenario or consider USB expansion to meet the demand the scenario cannot



				Advancing Imagine Lexington

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points		Weight		Score		Considerations

		9		prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		3 - 		3		7.1		21.3		compare zoning density (du/acre) in scenario to developed density by zoning class and sub area

		10		prioritize more diverse housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		2 - scenario would slightly increase the diversity of housing types		2		8.3		16.5		compare proportion of housing types (sf, mf) assumed in scenario to developed proportions, by sub area

		11		help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c)		3 - 		3		8.1		24.3		compare total scenario housing units and proportion of multi-family units  to existing total units and and proportions.

		12		accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		2 - scenario would create slightly more opportunities to provide off-campus student housing		2		2.3		4.5		compare number of new housing units in scenario within 1 mile of campuses

		13		prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		3 - 		3		6.0		18.0		increase the number of new mixed use development assumed in scenario

		14		help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)		2 - scenario would slighlty increase development of vacant and underutilized land insidethe USB		2		9.1		18.2		compare scenario development potential of vacant land and development potential underutilized land 

		15		help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c)		0 - scenario would not increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors		0		8.5		0.0		compare scenario development potential along specified underutilized corridors

		16		help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 		2 - scenario would slighlty enhance mass transit along corridors		2		6.9		13.8		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit line

		17		help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)		3 - 		3		6.5		19.4		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit lines and mixed use corridor development

		18		help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled economic development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)		2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land		2		5.1		10.2		compare scenario industrial inventory (sq.ft) to current inventory as a proportion of trendline demand

		19		have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?		2 - scenario would have a neutral impact on LFUCG finances		2		6.3		12.5		compare scenario revenue profile to current development revenue profile.

								24		Score		158.7

										Possible		296.4

												54%





Scenario 3

				Meeting Demand

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points						Considerations

		1		supply enough residential units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?				yes

		2		supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		3		supply enough office SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		4		supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		5		supply enough retail SF and units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		6		supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		7		supply enough industrial SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?		yes		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

		8		supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?		no		1						When will demand exceed capacity? What are the scenario's most significant challenges?

								8

								100%						If less than 100%, either create more intense scenario or consider USB expansion to meet the demand the scenario cannot



				Advancing Imagine Lexington

		#		Does the scenario		Answer		Points		Weight		Score		Considerations

		9		prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		4 - scenario would make the Urban Service Area significantly more dense than current zoning allows		4		7.1		28.4		compare zoning density (du/acre) in scenario to developed density by zoning class and sub area

		10		prioritize more diverse housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		4 - scenario would significantly increase the diversity of housing types		4		8.3		33.1		compare proportion of housing types (sf, mf) assumed in scenario to developed proportions, by sub area

		11		help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c)		4 - scenario would create significantly more opportunities to provide affordable housing		4		8.1		32.4		compare total scenario housing units and proportion of multi-family units  to existing total units and and proportions.

		12		accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		3 - 		3		2.3		6.8		compare number of new housing units in scenario within 1 mile of campuses

		13		prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		4 - scenario would significantly increase the amount of mixed-use development		4		6.0		24.0		increase the number of new mixed use development assumed in scenario

		14		help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)		4 - scenario would significantly increase development of vacant and underutilized land inside the USB		4		9.1		36.4		compare scenario development potential of vacant land and development potential underutilized land 

		15		help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c)		4 - scenario would significantly increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors		4		8.5		34.2		compare scenario development potential along specified underutilized corridors

		16		help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 		3 - 		3		6.9		20.7		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit line

		17		help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)		4 - scenario would create significantly more opportunities to support multi-modal transportation options		4		6.5		25.8		compare number of residential units within 0.25 miles of transit lines and mixed use corridor development

		18		help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled economic development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)		2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land		2		5.1		10.2		compare scenario industrial inventory (sq.ft) to current inventory as a proportion of trendline demand

		19		have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?		4 - scenario would have a positive impact on LFUCG finances		4		6.3		25.1		compare scenario revenue profile to current development revenue profile.

								40		Score		277.0

										Possible		296.4

												93%





Summary

				Meeting Demand				Scenario 1		Scenario 2		Scenario 3

		#		Does the scenario				Points		Points		Points

		1		supply enough residential units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		2		supply enough residential units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?				0		1		1

		3		supply enough office SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		4		supply enough office SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		5		supply enough retail SF and units to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		6		supply enough retail SF and units to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		7		supply enough industrial SF to meet the low growth projected demand in 20 years?				1		1		1

		8		supply enough industrial SF to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years?				0		0		1

								6		7		8

								75%		88%		100%



				Advancing Imagine Lexington				Scenario 1		Scenario 2		Scenario 3				Scenario 1		Scenario 2		Scenario 3

		#		Does the scenario		Weight		Points		Points		Points				Score		Score		Score

		9		prioritize higher-density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		7.1		0		3		4				0.0		21.3		28.4

		10		prioritize more diverse housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		8.3		1		2		4				8.3		16.5		33.1

		11		help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c)		8.1		1		3		4				8.1		24.3		32.4

		12		accommodate off-campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b)		2.3		1		2		3				2.3		4.5		6.8

		13		prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.)		6.0		1		3		4				6.0		18.0		24.0

		14		help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)		9.1		0		2		4				0.0		18.2		36.4

		15		help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c)		8.5		0		0		4				0.0		0.0		34.2

		16		help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  (Theme D Goal 1.c) 		6.9		1		2		3				6.9		13.8		20.7

		17		help Lexington prioritize multi-modal options that de-emphasize single-occupancy vehicle dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)		6.5		1		3		4				6.5		19.4		25.8

		18		help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly-controlled economic development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)		5.1		2		2		2				10.2		10.2		10.2

		19		have a positive impact on LFUCG finances?		6.3		0		2		4				0.0		12.5		25.1

						Sum		8		24		40		Score		48.2		158.7		277.0

														Possible		296.4		296.4		296.4

																16%		54%		93%





Thresholds

		#		Threshold		Answer		Result

		1		Is the scenario able to meet 75% of the high growth projected demand in 20 years for all four land use categories?		No		Scenario 1 = Create more intense Scenario 2.

						No		Scenario 2 = Create more intense Scenario 3.

						No		Scenario 3 = Consider proposals to expand the USB that address areas the scenarios could not.

						Yes		USB expansion may not be warranted at this time. Proceed to Threshold 2.

		2		Does the scenario score above 60% in the evaluation matrix?		No		Make improvements to scenario and re-evaluate.

						Yes		USB expansion is not warranted at this time and will be re-evaluated in the future. LFUCG will take steps necessary to facilitate/incentivize development patterns required to follow the preferred scenario.

		3		Does the improved scenario score above 60% in the evaluation matrix?		No		Consider proposals to expand the USB that address areas the scenarios could not.

						Yes		USB expansion is not warranted at this time and will be re-evaluated in the future. LFUCG will take steps necessary to facilitate/incentivize development patterns required to follow the scenario.







lists

		yes		1				0 - scenario would not make the Urban Service Area more dense than current zoning allows				0 - scenario would not increase the diversity of housing types				0 - scenario would not increase the amount of mixed-use development				0 - scenario would not create more opportunities to provide affordable housing				0 - scenario would not create more opportunities to provide off-campus student housing

		no		0				1 - 				1 - 				1 - 				1 - 				1 - 

								2 - scenario would make the Urban Service Area slightly more dense than current zoning allows				2 - scenario would slightly increase the diversity of housing types				2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of mixed-use development				2 - scenario would create slightly more opportunities to provide affordable housing				2 - scenario would create slightly more opportunities to provide off-campus student housing

								3 - 				3 - 				3 - 				3 - 				3 - 

								4 - scenario would make the Urban Service Area significantly more dense than current zoning allows				4 - scenario would significantly increase the diversity of housing types				4 - scenario would significantly increase the amount of mixed-use development				4 - scenario would create significantly more opportunities to provide affordable housing				4 - scenario would create significantly more opportunities to provide off-campus student housing





								0 - scenario would not increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land				0 - scenario would not increase development of vacant and underutilized land inside the USB				0 - scenario would not increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors				0 - scenario would not enhance mass transit along corridors				0 - scenario would not create more opportunities to support multi-modal transportation options

								1 - 				1 - 				1 - 				1 - 				1 - 

								2 - scenario would slightly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land				2 - scenario would slighlty increase development of vacant and underutilized land insidethe USB				2 - scenario would slighlty increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors				2 - scenario would slighlty enhance mass transit along corridors				2 - scenario would create slightly more opportunities to support multi-modal transportation options

								3 - 				3 - 				3 - 				3 - 				3 - 

								4 - scenario would significantly increase the amount of readily available publicly-controlled economic development land				4 - scenario would significantly increase development of vacant and underutilized land inside the USB				4 - scenario would significantly increase redevelopment of underutilized corridors				4 - scenario would significantly enhance mass transit along corridors				4 - scenario would create significantly more opportunities to support multi-modal transportation options





								0 - scenario would have a negative impact on LFUCG finances

								1 - 

								2 - scenario would have a neutral impact on LFUCG finances

								3 - 

								4 - scenario would have a positive impact on LFUCG finances







# Does the scenario: R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 AVG AVG HL* MEDIAN

9 prioritize higher‐density development? (Theme A Goal 1.b) 10 10 8 8 4 8 1 8 8 10 3 7.1 7.4 8
10 prioritize a diversity of housing types? (Theme A Goal 1.b.) 9 10 9 9 4 8 9 9 7 10 7 8.3 8.6 9

11
help Lexington provide safe, affordable and accessible housing to meet the needs of older and/or 
disadvantaged residents? (Theme A Goal 1.c)

9 6 8 8 10 10 10 2 6 10 10 8.1 8.6 9

12 accommodate off‐campus student housing? (Theme A Goal 1.b) 3 1 1 1 4 3 2 2 6 1 1 2.3 2.0 2
13 prioritize mixed use development? (Theme A Goal 1.b.) 6 8 7 7 3 5 3 3 9 8 7 6.0 6.0 7

14
help Lexington maximize development on vacant land within the Urban Service Area and 
promote redevelopment of underutilized land in a manner that enhances existing urban form 
and/or historic features? (Theme E Goal 1.d)

10 10 9 9 7 10 9 6 10 10 10 9.1 9.3 10

15 help Lexington emphasize redevelopment of underutilized corridors? (Theme E Goal 1.c) 9 6 9 9 7 8 10 7 10 9 10 8.5 8.7 9

16
help Lexington concentrate efforts to enhance mass transit along our corridors in order to 
facilitate better service for our growing population, as well as efficiencies in our transit system?  
(Theme D Goal 1.c) 

7 2 8 8 3 9 9 7 7 6 10 6.9 7.1 7

17 help Lexington prioritize multi‐modal options that de‐emphasize single‐occupancy vehicle 
dependence. (Theme B Goal 2.d)

5 4 8 8 3 9 8 4 10 7 5 6.5 6.4 7

18 help Lexington identify, provide and sustain readily available publicly‐controlled economic 
development land to meet Fayette County’s need for jobs? (Theme C Goal 3)

5 8 2 2 7 5 9 1 8 8 1 5.1 5.1 5

19 have a positive impact on LFUCG finances? 9 2 3 3 7 10 10 4 9 7 5 6.3 6.3 7

* Average, excluding the highest and lowest response

RESPONSE
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